
JODI SAMUELS

Challenging Mindsets; Inspiring Greatness.

JODI IS PASSIONATE ABOUT:

Inspiring people Creating communities

Exploring the world Shifting mindsets

Advocating for the underdog

Speaker | Author | Special Needs Advocate 
| Supermom | #Unstoppable



Jodi Samuels is an author,
speaker, super mom and wife

living in Jerusalem. She
challenges mindsets and brings
her passion for life to her work

as a not-for-profit leader,
community activist, disability
advocate and entrepreneur.

 
In her memoir, Chutzpah,

Wisdom and Wine: The Journey
of an Unstoppable Woman, Jodi
shows how she uses resilience —

and a lot of humor — to face
life’s challenges and come out
on top.  The diagnosis of Down

syndrome for her youngest child
that turned Jodi into a

passionate advocate for
children with special needs.

 
She started Jodi’s Voice to

inspire people to live their lives
to the fullest, to overcome

limiting perspectives and to 

ABOUT JODI:

challenge them to recognize
how they can make a difference

in their own world. 
 

Jodi’s writing appears on her
own blog as well as The Times
of Israel, The Jerusalem Post,
Aish HaTorah and the Jewish
View. Jodi is a sought after

international speaker.  Her talks
challenge her audience while

inspiring them. Jodi has spoken
to hundreds of groups front all
walks of life.  She promises to

make you laugh, cry and reach
for the stars!!  

 
Jodi lives in Jerusalem with her
husband, Gavin, and their three
children. She hosts thousands of
guests each year in her home,
sleeps just 4 hours a night and

is always on adventure
somewhere!

JODISVOICE JODISVOICE JODISVOICE JODISVOICE.COM

JODI@JODISVOICE.COM



TALK OPTIONS

TOPIC 1
How to be

Unstoppable
always 

Life does not have 
to be perfect to 

be wonderful

The secret tools
for success:

Chutzpah Wisdom
and Wine

What’s your
personal mission
statement? (How
you define your
life impacts your

parenting)

Finding my voice -
lessons in

transforming
yourself 

 

I would change the
world for you but I
would not change
you for the world.
Raising Caila, my

daughter with
Down syndrome 

Lessons from the
road - traveling

with kids- Kosher
and Shomer

Shabbat 
 

Lessons from
Abraham and Nike

- just do it
 

I don’t want a
perfect life, I want

a happy life 
 

Defining your
story- be the

change you want
to see

Resilience the key
word for success 

Why I hate chesed
(kindness) - the

effects on inclusion 

TOPIC 4

TOPIC 7

TOPIC 10

TOPIC 2

TOPIC 5

TOPIC 8

TOPIC 11

TOPIC 3

TOPIC 6

TOPIC 9

TOPIC 12



WORKSHOP OPTIONS

TOPIC 1

Lessons for raising
a child with a

disability 
 

Dealing with
adversity 

 

Becoming an
advocate for
people with
disabilities 

 

Audacious
inclusion a vision

for the future
 

all workshops can be customized for the audience 

TOPIC 4

TOPIC 2

TOPIC 3



BOOK ENDORSMENTS

ISSAC ZABLOKI

RABBI RAFAEUL FEUERSTEIN

“Starting with her own daughter, Jodi lends her powerful voice to those
whose own voices are marginalized in society. This book shouts
empowerment to people who have real challenges and differing abilities.
Jodi’s book, Chutzpah, Wisdom and Wine, is filled with poignant, touching
and unpleasant examples from her own life dealing with the challenges of
disabilities. Jodi’s shows us what being an activist really means with her
dedication to change the world for her daughter.” 

—  Isaac Zabloki, Director of The Israel Film Center and of Reel Abilities Film
Festival: New York

“Jodi Samuels’ book is the powerful story of a mother who decided to turn
the ‘destiny’ forced upon her into the ‘destiny’ of her choice. Jodi shows us by
her example that one can change the narrative when it comes to special
needs and that love and acceptance are decisions that take hard work but
are worth the effort.
Chutzpah Wisdom and Wine is a blueprint for a parent of a child with special
needs seeking the best path for a child.
-
Rabbi Rafael Feuerstein, Chairman of the Feuerstein Institute, Author of
Beyond Smarter, Think Around Talk Aloud

AUTHOR OF "CHUTZPAH, WISDOM AND WINE"



"I wanted to take this
opportunity to thank you so very
much for your inspiration event

on Sunday.
Our women's circle loved you
and your unstoppable energy

and message! so very much! We
look forward to bringing you

back to speak for the Museum !!!
In friendship and with warmth,
Andrea Winograd (Executive

Director)and team”
 

- Holocaust Museum & Center
For Tolerance and Education

"Jodi Samuels appeared as a
guest speaker on Thriving In

The Midst of Chaos in 2020. An
inspiration to all, she spoke

about living an extraordinary
life and crises of faith in the

context of raising a child with
special needs.”

 
- Jessica Temple - Thriving in the

Midst of Chaos

"We, grade 11 students from
Yeshiva College Girls High,

absolutely loved hearing Jodi
speak to us. We feel so grateful to
have been able to hear her story,
and for her to share the tools and

tricks to living a fulfilled and
meaningful life. Thank you for

inspiring us and showing us how to
be grateful and embrace all that

we are faced with!"
 

- Informal Educator and Madricha
at Yeshiva College Girls High

School, Johannesburg

“Jodi is a real powerhouse and
an inspiration to many. Her life
travels and experiences have

lessons for us all. Her new book
is filled with impactful messages.
I recommend it wholeheartedly.”

 
- Rabbi Dovid Cohen - Jewish

Philanthropy Podcast

SPEAKING REVIEWS



AND MORE!

AS SEEN IN...


